Digital transformation is driving a change in the way your customers want to experience your product or service.

70% companies either have a digital transformation strategy in place or are working on one

Forbes: 100 Stats on Digital Transformation and Customer Experience

Less than half (41%) of organizations report having an “enterprise-wide digital strategy”

SHARE St. Louis 2019: An IMS Blueprint for Managing Digital Enterprise Architects Transformation

The specialized DBA is being replaced by the “Universal DBA,” who may lack the IMS expertise to optimally manage IMS and implement database changes

BMC AMI Change Manager for IMS for the seasoned IMS DBA to work using the IMS Catalog

BMC AMI Change Manager for IMS for the Universal DBA to build desired scripts with an easy-to-use GUI

**Banking, insurance, retail, other highly transactional COBOL, C++, and Java applications**